
Section 1: 
Pole Climbing Equipment

The ability to climb and maneuver on a utility pole is essential for performing many line tasks.  In order  
to develop these skills, a new climber must know and understand the basic equipment used for 
climbing and the various methods and techniques for climbing wooden poles.  The new climber must 
also develop the proper mental attitude in order to climb safely and efficiently.

This training unit introduces the basic equipment used for climbing, demonstrates how to determine the 
proper fit of this equipment, how to inspect the equipment, and how to maintain it.  The unit also 
presents the basic techniques of free climbing and belted climbing.  Finally, the unit discusses some of 
the basic things that a lineman should consider when planning a climb and demonstrates some of the 
common climbing tasks assigned to new climbers.

OBJECTIVES:
• Recognize and identify the basic equipment used for 

climbing wooden poles.
• Demonstrate two methods of determining the proper fit of a 

body belt.
• Demonstrate how to determine the proper fit of climbers.
• List and explain the basic components of a safety strap.



1.1 Basic Equipment

Equipment manufacturers construct pole climbing equipment in different styles and with different 
features. Essentially, however, the basic equipment used for climbing poles is the same. In general, it  
consists of a body belt, a pair of climbers, and a safety strap.  Examples of this basic equipment are 
show in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1.  Basic Equipment for Climbing Wooden Poles

OSHA Regulations Snap-Shot

1910.269(g)(2)(iii)    as of July, 2006  :  

Body belts, safety straps, lanyards, lifelines, and body harnesses shall be inspected before use 
each day to determine that the equipment is in safe working condition.  Defective equipment may 
not be used.



The body belt is usually made of leather that is reinforced with nylon.  This combination of materials 
ensures structural strength and durability. The body belt is worn on the hips and is used to carry tools; it 
also provides support when used with a safety strap.  The body belt consists of a belt and buckle, a 
cushion section, tool loops and provisions for attaching tool pouches and equipment bags, and a pair of 
“D” rings.  These standard features are illustrated in
Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2.  Typical Body Belt

“D” Rings are made from steel and are used to attach the safety strap to the body belt for climbing. 
Together, the “D” rings and safety strap hold the wearer in position when he is working on a pole.  The 
“D” rings on the body belt in Figure 1-2 are designed to move independently of the belt to allow a great 
deal of maneuverability for the wearer.  This type of construction is known as “floating belt” 
construction, because the “D” rings can move forward and backward while the belt remains in position 
on the wearer’s hips.



Climbers, which are worn on the legs, consist of metal stirrups, pads, straps, and metal spurs, called 
gaffs.  When the climbers are not in use, the gaffs are protected by gaff guards.  A typical pair of 
climbers is shown in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3.  Climbers



The climbers shown in Figure 1-3 have replaceable gaffs that are securely attached.  Climbers are also 
made with gaffs that are permanent.  Figure 1-4 shows an example of a climber that has a replaceable 
gaff.

Figure 1-4.  Climber with Replaceable Gaff



The safety strap is an adjustable belt that is often made of rubber-coated nylon, although other materials 
are also used. The safety strap has a buckle that is used to adjust the length of the belt.  The safety 
snaps on each end of the safety strap have spring-loaded keepers, which prevent the snaps from 
slipping out of the “D” rings.  Figure 1-5 shows a typical safety strap.

Figure 1-5.  Safety Strap
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